
FIELD:FOREST 
The garden engages with it’s treed origins at the forest edge 
putting tension on visitors to this landscape as primal notions 
of prospect and refuge are exploited. 

Bridging two worlds, the sinuous and playful forms encourage 
movement and reveal elements of the site. It is at this transition 
where “life happens”. 

SAGE (“Smudge Garden”)
Four hardy species of Salvia (Sage) are planted within the 
charcoal outlines of the garden, extending blooms throughout 
the duration of the festival. The varieties highlight a harmonious 
symbiosis between native and exotic species. 

Suggested Plants: 

Salvia juriscicii / 
Salvia officinalis / 
Salvia pratensis / 
Salvia transylvanica

“RED RIVER JIG” 
The Red River Jig is often told through “The Story of the Rabbit 
Dance.” The dance has much Métis symbolism and repetition. 

As a focal armature in the garden for the Métis of stories and 
movement, the material of the birch wall encourages visitors 
to move around it’s form drawing pictures, thoughts, and 
messages, and stories with charcoal instruments from the 
garden.

The Rabbit Dance
Steps (Bottom-to-Top) Loosely resemble a figure 8.
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Gettin’ Jiggy Wit’ It
Gardens, like stories, reflect the perceptions, relationships, beliefs and attitudes of a particular people. First Nations peoples have long used storytelling 
to pass knowledge from generation to generation; a traditional method used as a foundation for holistic and experiential learning, and relationship 
building.
 
Inspired by the “Red River Jig”, a traditional dance of the Mètis, “Gettin’ Jiggy Wit’ It” prompts visitors to move within and around a double-sided birch 
wall folding upon itself; inner bark (birch ply) becomes outer bark (birch bark sheets). Symbols and traditions of the Mètis are abstracted, conflated 
even, eliciting visitors to interact with the sinuous wall in a sort of slide-step around its perimeter. Chasing each other infinitum in a figure-eight 
formation, one completes the journey but not the dance. 

Baroque in expression, charcoal outlines emphasize a brightly coloured floral motif against a parterre of crushed white gravel. Reminiscent of the vibrant 
culture of decorative arts that embodied First Nations beadwork and French embroidery, visitors are encouraged to narrate “their stories” in charcoal on 
the inner bark of the birch walls. With each visitor, traditions, culture, history, and way of life are woven through the patterns, material, and strands of 
the garden.

Gettin’ Jiggy Wit’ It



FIELD:FOREST

“INNER BARK” 

BIRCH WALL
The wall folds upon itself exposing two unique sides to 
its standard framed construction. As one steps around its 
perimeter, the inner bark of one room becomes the outer bark 
of the other. 

“No matter who you are, or where you are, we are all equal.”

CHARCOAL SMUDGES
Smudging - a practice passed down from generation to 
generation - is reinterpreted here as a medium for storytelling 
and expression of feeling and thought; the birch wall the 
canvas upon which visitors pass on their stories.

Visitors use charcoal from the sage garden to leave their 
marks on the wall. The charred outlines of the garden resemble 
traditional beadwork/embroidery motif of the Métis.

Inner Bark
Exposed Birch Plywood

Outer Bark
Birch Sheets Secured to 

Plywood Wall

Gettin’ Jiggy Wit’ It


